Pibow PiTFT+ /PIM345
Support and protect your PiTFT+ and Raspberry Pi with this stylish and unique case!

Product Description:
Crafted out of eleven unique layers, each laser-cut from colourful high-quality cast acrylic and once stacked they securely contain a Raspberry Pi 3 B+, 3 or 2 while leaving the primary ports accessible. Weighing only 92 grams the case is lightweight and ideal for mounting to any surface. No tools are required for assembly or disassembly.

Features:
- Compatible with Raspberry Pi 3 B+, 3, & 2, but not with the original model B or B+
- Custom top layers provided for both the 2.8" 320x240 and the 3.5" 480x320 PiTFT+ variants
- Protects your beloved Pi!
- Leaves all primary ports accessible
- Made from lightweight high-quality cast acrylic
- Great for hacking and tinkering!
- Made in Sheffield, UK.

Crafted out of eleven unique layers, each laser-cut from colourful high-quality cast acrylic and once stacked they securely contain a Raspberry Pi 3 B+, 3 or 2 while leaving the primary ports accessible.

Weighing only 92 grams the case is lightweight and ideal for mounting to any surface. No tools are required for assembly or disassembly.

Notes:
- If using with the 480x320 3.5" PiTFT+, you will need to remove the mounting holes from the side of the PiTFT board (they're designed to be broken off cleanly)
- This product is the Pibow PiTFT+ only, Raspberry Pi and PiTFT+ are not included.